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Information Sheet

Stain Remover

SPOT TER

Groom Solutions Red Eraser is a one part, highly effective, food and beverage
synthetic dye stain removal process that is designed to alter the structure of stains
by removing or making them invisible. This product is safe and effective on virtually
any synthetic stain caused by a common household food or beverage spill. This
product is for use with synthetic carpet or fabrics only. Not recommended for
natural fabrics.

Effective on:
• red stains

• sports drinks

• synthetic dyes

• decaffeinated coffee

• kids drinks (Kool-Aid®)
DIRECTIONS
1. Clean stained area prior to application of product. Towel or vacuum carpet to
make it as dry as possible.
2. Always pretest process in an inconspicuous area to ensure colorfastness.
3. Apply solution liberally to the stained area. In some situations you can apply
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4. Many stains will be removed after this first application. If residual coloration
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remains, do not extract solutions, proceed to accelerate with heat. If color
disappears, thoroughly extract with clear water.
5. Apply heat as accelerator. If using a low pressure, high volume steam generator
such as a wallpaper remover, simply allow steam wand to sit on treated area.
Check area periodically every 20-30 seconds. If using a steam iron, cover
stained area with a wet, white, cotton towel. Apply steam heat from an iron set at
the lowest steam temperature. Lift and move the iron every 20-30 seconds and
check area.
6. When the stain has completely disappeared or has light yellow discoloration,
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completely extract the area with water. Color loss and/or fiber damage can be

Available in quarts and 12x1 quart cases

caused by excessive heat or by not rinsing spot immediately after acceleration
by heat. For problematic carpet fibers, dilute Red Eraser with equal parts water.

Distributed by:

4282 South 590 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
www.groomindustries.com
(800) 397-3759

